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2010- Year of Tiger–General Reading for 12 Chinese Zodiacs  

Exclusively brought to you by Kerby Kuek, misterfengshui.com 

(Confirm your Chinese Zodiac with me if you are not sure. Your Chinese Zodiac as follow 

if your were born after Feb 4th that particular year) 

 

What’s up for the Year of Golden Tiger? 

Cosmic changes alter the flow of energy to living beings at all times. The energy can be 

favorable or unfavorable depending on your date of birth and the year you are in. 

The coming Year of the Tiger, which begins on February 4, seems to have an auspicious 

ring, it being, according to the traditional Chinese cyclic calendrical system, the Kang or 

Golden Tiger.  

 

Do not be deceived. It will be an abnormal year, especially in terms of the weather.  

 

The melting of icebergs in the North Pole will escalate. There is a danger of drought and 

food shortages. A devastating earthquake in the West is indicated and road accidents are 

likely to increase dramatically everywhere. 

 

RAT-1936, 1948, 1960,1972,1984,1996 

No major significant star locates here but with small ‘uneasiness’ stars that 

might lead you to ‘day dreaming’ all year long with unwarranted nifty gritty and 

tedious matter to handle. Nevertheless, surprise visits from relatives and friends will 

cheer you up, Stay focus and do not stray away! Learn to care for the environment! 

 

1936 Rat will get surprise from some elderly person. Just a little extra careful when crossing busy 

streets! 1948 Rat will experience a taxing year that might drain away your energy. Catch up with old 

friends and so some charity work should you feel the urge is calling you to do so. Let bygone be bygone 

and new energy will uplift you in no time. 1960 Rat is becoming competitive again; think positive and 

petty people around you from last year will disappear. 1972 Rat will be happy to see new relationship 

be it intimacy or with peers, with some luck you are the luckiest rat of all. Money and woman issues for 

male rat this year. Female rat will need to deal with father on specific reason. 1984 Rat is experiencing 

changes in job’s nature, superior or even office. Move along because your boss likes you a lot, what the 

hake, ask him or her for a better chair! But don’t push it; you might want to ask for a reasonable raise in 
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this economic downturn. Go with the flow and things will turn just fine.  1996 Rat will start to dress up 

well and learn what is ‘presentable’ manner is. But do not overspend on things that you do not really 

have a need. 

OX-1937, 1949, 1961,1973,1985,1997 

Last year your romance star was not shine enough but this year is your turn 

and you will improve further on your relationship or romance. The support from 

elderly, superior as well ‘guidance angel’ will ensure your success for the year 

of Tiger. Minor hiccups are frequent visit to your doctors and at times you will 

feel loneliness in your journey of life. Learn to love green environment! 

 

1937 Ox all of sudden you will get more female attention and that will lead you to nostalgic feelings. 

1949 Ox last year changes in life would come to clam! But it is still a taxing year; do get vacation with 

your love ones. 1961 Ox with have to deal last year changes! Things still need your attentive and 

meticulous care to iron all the wrinkles. 1973 Ox will experience whole new meaning of what is 

investment all about. 1985 Ox will learn that new job and assignment is not that tough to accept after 

all.1997 Ox needs to beware of disciplinary issue with the authority! Just be extra careful when come to 

grievances and petty people cannot stand-alone.  

 

TIGER-1938, 1950, 1962,1974,1986,1998  

An opportunity for advancement in your career as well as improve in financial 

status especially if your birthday falls in the fall season (September to 

November). Nevertheless things could look pretty well at the beginning but not 

at the end of the year. Learn to love the environment! 

  

1938 Tiger will feel lethargic whole year round, get some exercises and spend more 

time with family. 1950 Tiger a sixty-year cycle is important event in Chinese culture; 

DO celebrate your birthday with a party rave! Chinese believe that this will fence off 

the unkind energy. 1962 Tiger will get support from elderly or ‘guidance angel’ 

however; things would turn rather dull or monotonous whole year round. 1974 Tiger 

year in making changes in life, you would expect to get some surprises from work 

change sin residential and relationship. More excitement in career and relationship!! 

1986 Tiger an opportunity in making career advancement as well as improve in 

financial standing, be proactive in your quest to be the best of what you are doing! 
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1998 Tiger will become lazy and passive, make up and buckle for the bumpy rides 

especially to deal with school works! 

RABBIT-1939, 1951, 1963,1975,1987,1999 

One of the most charitable Zodiacs in 2010 is Rabbit! Year of heavily involve in 

giving more than you get. This is also a good year in relationships or romance. 

Learn to love the environment! 

  

1939 Rabbit is a taxing rabbit of all. You need to deal with family matters whole year and 

that might drain away your energy. 1951 Rabbit needs to pay extra with peers and for some 

you will meet up with old friends and rather happy and content with it. 1963 Rabbit last year 

emotional upswing would come to an end and you will have to deal with elderly people or 

superior on matter well beyond your work. 1975 Rabbit would experience whole new job 

assignment and possible deal with monies matters. 1987 Rabbit is busy whole year deal with 

female related issues. Less gossip is the key solution to you! 1999 Rabbit will do well in 

school and attention will be given to those born in Fall (September till November) 

DRAGON-1940, 1952, 1964,1976,1988,2000 

Lat year uLat year uLat year uLat year unsettle event and issue nsettle event and issue nsettle event and issue nsettle event and issue lastlastlastlast year  year  year  year will come to an endwill come to an endwill come to an endwill come to an end. . . . Your Your Your Your 

energy will be boosted and uplifted in the yearenergy will be boosted and uplifted in the yearenergy will be boosted and uplifted in the yearenergy will be boosted and uplifted in the year of Tiger. Be more proactive  of Tiger. Be more proactive  of Tiger. Be more proactive  of Tiger. Be more proactive 

and things will be in your favor. and things will be in your favor. and things will be in your favor. and things will be in your favor. Learn to love environment!Learn to love environment!Learn to love environment!Learn to love environment!    

 

1940 Dragon is not so quiet this year since you will be busy with peers and constantly on the 

move.1952 Dragon would be busy listening to investment plans/advices and would end up 

nothing in contentment. 1964 Dragon has to deal with issue related to father and women. 

YES father and women! 1976 Dragon will deal with superior with new assignment and 

perhaps you will spend more on new clothing for your new look. 1988 Dragon becomes 

more and more involve in studies as oppose to last year. You will think to further study more 

than going to work! 

 

 

SNAKE-1941, 1953, 1965,1977,1989,2001 
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YEAR good forYEAR good forYEAR good forYEAR good for    feminine managementfeminine managementfeminine managementfeminine management    or activities. But since Tiger and or activities. But since Tiger and or activities. But since Tiger and or activities. But since Tiger and 

Snake will bump intoSnake will bump intoSnake will bump intoSnake will bump into many unsettle issues so do not let your guard off. A  many unsettle issues so do not let your guard off. A  many unsettle issues so do not let your guard off. A  many unsettle issues so do not let your guard off. A 

year of heavy traveling as well! Learn to love environment!year of heavy traveling as well! Learn to love environment!year of heavy traveling as well! Learn to love environment!year of heavy traveling as well! Learn to love environment!    

  

1941 Snake will be bothered with investment ideas and decisions made by your peers. Some 

older or wiser guy that you know for long tome would solve such trouble. 1953 Snake would 

need to refocus of what you are going to do for the year of tiger, some family grievances would 

bother you.1965 Snake will worry about father’s health issue or financial standing! DO not 

worry and spend more time with them and you will feel contentment in your journey. 1977 

Snake will rethink of going back to school and such move will bump to objection by family 

members.  1989 Snake will need extra care from parents and family. Please set your priority 

right and get your ideas out to the right person. 

  

HORSE-1942, 1954, 1966,1978,1990,2002 

A year of increasing in authority especially some delegations of such will be passed 

down to you by superior. A year for your to perform! Perform in front of unknown 

group of people you either know or strangers. Learn to love environment! 

 

1942 Horse will need to pay more attention to your parents or some one closer to you. Do 

spend more time with them, as they really need your attention and care. 1954 Horse will 

have to deal with financial matters that relate to family or relatives. Do your part and the 

journey should be fun and thrill 1966 Horse will be having a good standing in terms of 

financial. Please be wise to handle your money matters and do not put all your eggs on one 

basket. 1978 Horse will be working under stress and your energy will be drain away quicker 

than you think. Please manage your sleep well. 1990 Horse seems like having keen 

competition in whatever you do! WORK! RELATIONSHOP! AND RESIDENTIAL! 

 

SHEEP-1943, 1955, 1967,1979,1991,2003 

Some ‘celebrations’ will be going on around you and your family. Supports would 

be sufficient for you as such star is strong and able to make significant changes in 

your journey for the year of Tiger. Learn to love environment! 

 

 

1955 Sheep will have to deal with authority or legal issues. Pay extra attention when signing 
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any contract or even verbal agreement. Bring a friend or whiteness together with you when 

doing so. 1967 Sheep will need have many things to cheers about especially related to 

woman and money of your are male and for female you have to deal with you father and 

money issues for the year of Tiger. 1979 Sheep needs to pay extra effort in dealing with 

family events. This is the year that your energy booster is required! 1991 Sheep a rather 

relaxing year as oppose to last year where you need to work harder to achieve your goal. This 

year is rather easier for you since things are in ‘automatic pilot’ mode.  

MONKEY-1944, 1956, 1968,1980,1992,2004 

Since Monkey is dashing with Tiger, changes are inevitable in career, relationship 

as well as residential. But many end up happily ever after so do not worry of things 

and challenges get more tough and difficult. Learn to love environment! 

 

1944 Monkey requires more effort in handling your legal issues and is extra careful when 

signing any agreement! 1956 Monkey is reaping the reward of last year effort. Your financial 

standing has improved and still looks better but remembers Tiger is dashing you, meaning 

that you will be very busy moving around and solving your problems. 1968 Monkey will 

become rather relax this year but still on the constant move, by end of the year you would 

sigh about nothing you accomplish whole year long.1980 Monkey will need to work really 

hard as competition would lead you to headache and stomachache! Buckle up for this roller 

coater year and think positive to make things happen! 1992 Monkey energy level is not up 

to par and ensure you get enough exercise and sports get revitalize! 

ROOSTER-1945, 1957, 1969,1981,1993,2005 

Another fantastic year since 2 major stars are located here to provide a good 

platform for you to perform in the year of Tiger, but things are easy and you have to 

work for it! Learn to love environment! 

 

1945 Rooster bewares of litigation or legal issue and just be careful when come to signing 

any agreement. Bring a witness should you need to sign any contract for the year of Tiger. 

1957 Rooster will improve on your financial standing and ensure you draft your budget 

properly to manage future risk. 1969 Rooster needs to pay attention to your health because 

our energy level is not up to par. 1981 Rooster needs to be careful of keen competition and 

get yourself value added to compete in this world. 1993 Rooster will be more relax than last 
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year. Others appreciate your opinion and such gratitude would be return in future. 

DOG-1934, 1946, 1958, 1970,1982,1994,2006 

The sense of ‘losing’ something could be felt whole yearlong. Dealing with superior 

and elderly in the main theme for this year, good or bad? You tell me! Learn to love 

environment! 

 

1934 Dog still strong beware of litigation issues. 1946 Dog will suddenly get a handsome 

reward financially.1958 Dog energy will be drained away whole year long, take short 

vacations to avoid collapse in confident level. 1970 Dog in a keen competition world and you 

make or break, add value and move on! 1982 Dog has to deal with parents or superior since 

you are indecisive in making critical decision in life! 1994 Dog is happy to learn that last year 

effort is paying off this year, but keep on going and do not let yourself off guard! 

BOAR-1935, 1947, 1959, 1971,1983,1995,2007 

Year of making and breaking whole yearlong! At the beginning it looks like whole 

thing in order but be prepared for turnaround at the end of the year. Learn to love 

environment! 

 

1935 Boar requires more attention when signing any contract! Bring along witness to clarify 

the terms that you might overlook. 1947 Boar will experience improvement in financial 

standing. For some you will start a new chapter in your relationship. 1959 Boar energy will 

be drained away and please conduct regular check on your health issues. 1971 Boar a 

competitive year for you! People are snatching your partner, your business or even your 

spouse! Be careful and work really hard to avoid such scenes. 1983 Boar would become 

more relax and enjoyable year! But do not let your guard because things are not static but 

dynamic that once you off guard things are not in your favor! 1995 Boar becomes rebellious 

year for you and parents do need extra attention for this PIG. 

 

P/s: The above Zodiacs readings are for reference only, think 

positive and act positive because your energy around will 

funnel and affect your mind and therefore your action. 

 
2010正面能量方位正面能量方位正面能量方位正面能量方位 GOOD ENERGIES SECTORS FOR 2010-尋找 14689 

中宮中宮中宮中宮 The Central Sector: The 8-Wealth Star is located here in the year 2010. This is the actual 
wealth sector of the year. It is suggested that you place a glass of water, or a moving item 
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(fan/clock/water fountain) or water-plants (either 1 or 4 units), or place a fish tank in the East sector/grid 
of your home to ignite the luck of wealth. Logic tells us that you will have difficulties placing things in the 
middle of the house but use your creativity! 
 
西北西北西北西北 The Northwest: The 9-Purple Star falls in this sector. This is the location of celebration/ joyful 
events. By igniting this area will have your career promotion or advancement should you need one? For 
those had been in a steady relationship and intent to get married but not planned yet, you should place 
9 steams of red flowers or ‘packets’ in this location to execrate the process. However, be careful if you 
are married because by igniting such energy will also conducive to having a baby. 
 
西西西西 The West: The 1-White Relationship star located here this year. To boost your love luck and 
general social ability, place a glass of water or water-plant (1 or 4 pots) here. For those who are on 
irregular or non-fixed income basis like broker or dealmaker, you might want to make use of this 
location to help boost your income. The rational of boosting your social ability so that in order to turn 
relationship into clients stream. 
 
 
東東東東 The East: The 6-White Star is located here. This is the location of courage/ labor-intensive or those 
having a non-clerical job like in disciplinary squads, hardware technicians, or construction workers. If 
you want a side income /promotion, do place 8 white stones or a cup of clean water in the this sector of 
your house 
 
北北北北 The North: The 4-Navy Green Star is situated here. This is where the energies of intellectual 
achievement are located. To boost such energies, you can place 4 water-plants in the Northeast sector 
of your house. Or simply place a cup of clean water there would help too. Besides enhancing the luck of 
students and scholars, such sector has positive effects on clear-mind. But bear in mind this year this 
place should avoid renovation or drilling work. 
 
  
2010負面能量方位負面能量方位負面能量方位負面能量方位 BAD ENERGIES SECTORS FOR 2010-避開避開避開避開 5237 
西南西南西南西南 The Southwest: The 5-Sickness Star is situated here in 2010. This is the location of major 
sickness and it brings problems to your skin/respiratory/digestive system In order to fend off such bad 
energies, place either a bell/music box /wind chimes/metal keys/6 bronze coins in the south sector of 
the house. If your main door, kitchen or bedroom falls right on the South sector, you would even have 
more serious illness, please take immediate action to rectify such bad energies that effect your health. 
Avoid drilling work or renovation here. 
 
 
東北東北東北東北 The Northeast: The 2-Illness Star is located here this year. This is the sector of minor illness 
that brings irritation to you whole year round. Certain minor health related problems like breathing 
respiratory system (i.e. throat, trachea, and lungs) /skin diseases that will bother you from time to time if 
you let it be. You can place metal object/music box/6 bronze coins/wind chimes/metal keys in this grid 
of your house to balance such bad energies 
 
 
東南東南東南東南 The Southeast: The 7-Robbery Star can be found here. This is the sector where you will lose 
your money in investment in a big way. Place a cup of clean water in the Southwest sector to limit your 
losses in investment.  
 
南南南南 The South: The 3-Jade Star is situated here for 2010. This is the location of quarrels, grievances 
and fights and to fend off such bad energies you can place a red item here (carpet/packet etc) in this 
sector of your home. 
 
  

Places and sectors to avoid renovation and 
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major constructions sites 

1. North: since the San Sak (3 Destructive killing energies located here) 
2. Southwest: The 5-sickness star located here 

  
By Kerby Kuek 

 

kerbykuek@gmail.com 


